
 

TELANGANA STATE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION::HYDERABAD 
JUNIOR ASSISTANT, TYPIST,JUNIOR STENO & JUNIOR ASSISTANT CUM   

TYPIST 
IN GROUP-IV SERVICES: NOTIFICATION NO: 10/2018,Dt:02/06/2018 

WRITTENEXAMINATION DATE (07.10.2018) 
 

   1.     In continuation to the result notification dt. 25/06/2020. The candidates with 
the following Registered Numbers have been provisionally qualified for 5th 
spell Verification of Certificates.  

 
 2.     The candidates who qualified for certificate of Verification are required to 

produce one set of check list and two sets of attestation forms in Original, 
duly filled by the candidate which are available in the commission’s website 
and all Original Certificates along with one set of Photostat copies duly 
attested by Gazetted Officer, relating to Age, Qualifications, Community 
(Integrated),Latest Creamy Layer exemption certificate in case of B.Cs as per 
Memo No.3009/BCW/OP/2009, Government of Telangana, Backward 
Classes Welfare (OP) Department, Dt:18/12/2015 (prescribed format hosted 
on website), Certificates relating to claim of age relaxation, Study (from 4th 
class to 10th class), self application PDF and if any, failing which, they will not 
be admitted in subsequent process of selection. No request will be 
entertained for subsequent submission of any of the above certificates. 

 
3      The Verification of Certificates is scheduled from 28/07/2020 to     

30/07/2020. The  Candidates are here by instructed to produce all the original 
Certificates as mentioned in the Notification  without fail. Candidates 
mandatorily exercise post preference/Web Options for post in Un-reserved 
and Local area. Candidates shall exercise their preference for posts (web 
options) in respect of posts/zones/districts when they are called upon to do 
so. It is mandatory to exercise post preference/ zones/districts by way of web 
options. Candidates are advised to give more options instead of discarding 
any. Selection of candidates will be based on the preference of 
posts/zones/districts for which options are given by the candidates. 
Candidates will be selected only for the posts for which preference (web 
option) was given (the information of link to exercise web option will be 
provided later). 

 
 4.      In view of safety measures to prevent spread of Covid-19, Commission 
decided to conduct certificate verification in online mode. Candidates should 
upload all the certificates online as the Commission will only consider the 
certificates which are uploaded online. Physically sent copies of certificates 
through Post / courier are only for ready reference. Further, candidates 
should write name and recruitment on envelope while sending the postal mail. 
The certificates upload link and other details will be made available on the 
Commissions website from 28/07/2020. 
 

     5.      If, on further verification it is found that any candidate is not eligible with 
reference to the particulars furnished by him/her in the Application Form / 
Check List / Certificates, the results of such candidate / candidates shall be 
cancelled at any stage of selection process. 

 
     6.    The candidates are required to qualify in the Proficiency Test for the 

purpose of Selection. It is only a Qualifying test and the marks secured 
by the candidates will not be counted for the purpose of selection. 

 
    7.   The candidates are requested to upload and keep ready all the certificates 

as mentioned in the Notification. If, on further Verification it is found that any 
candidate is not eligible with reference to the particulars furnished by him/her 
in the Application Form / Check List / Certificates, the results of such 
candidate / candidates shall be cancelled at any stage of selection process. 

REGISTERED NUMBERS 
 

 



TELANGANA STATE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION: HYDERABAD 
GROUP-IV SERVICES (GENERAL RECRUITMENT) :: NOTIFICATION NO. 10/2018, 

Dt.02/06/2018 
Provisional list of HTNos. of the candidates picked up for Verification for the post of Junior Steno 

(English) 
(5th Spell) 

 

 

(TOTAL NUMBER OF CANDIDATES :59) 

                                                   

                                                                                                     Sd/- 

                                                                                                                PRL.SECRETARY 

DT:25/07/2020       

PLACE:HYDERABAD 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                    

100010001673 100014008798 100019012176 101117190541 101718003132 

100011000463 100014012315 100019015345 101118003027 101718013653 

100011007589 100015008118 100019033228 101118003452 101718181430 

100012000206 100016019473 100019042158 101118004255 101719001689 

100012015677 100016022316 101112003669 101118005578 101719005156 

100012024511 100018009764 101113000070 101118006029 123411000116 

100012027395 100018011268 101114000300 101118120141 123413000343 

100012032799 100018044231 101114001420 101118130067 123414000068 

100012049854 100018057787 101114001837 101119000963 123418000365 

100013003854 100018073531 101115000651 101119002181 123418001645 

100013018944 100019007190 101117160099 101119004236 123419000976 

100013026290 100019010677 101117190170 101712002855 


